German as a foreign language

Heilbronn University offers intensive German courses to the students of partner universities. These courses are specially tailored to the needs of those students who will stay at Heilbronn University for one or two semesters and who wish to be prepared intensively.

Intensive German course winter term 2018/19

♦ From 04.09. – 22.09.2018
♦ Duration of the course: 3 weeks
♦ Up to 4 teaching units and 2 tutorial units per day, altogether 50 teaching units with German lecturers and 18 teaching units with German students
♦ Attractive recreational programme, partly in the weekends (Saturdays)
♦ Course fee: 350,- €
♦ You will be given 5 ECTS-credits

According to the number of participants we will try to offer different language levels. The course will close with an exam. With continuous attendance and a passed exam you can achieve 5 ECTS-credits.

This course is especially for exchange students, since its content is designed to help the students cope with their daily life and studies in Germany.
The following subjects are content of the course:

- At the doctor's, hospital and medical insurance
- At the bank and at the post office
- Greetings and self introduction
- Travelling by bus and train
- Food / wining and dining
- Money and shopping
- Heilbronn and its surroundings
- Recycling system
- Regional studies (wine, dialects, etc.)
- School/ university/ education
- Living in Germany

... and the following grammatical structures:

- Adjectives
- Indirect object with articles
- Indirect object with personal pronouns
- Imperative
- Coordination of main clauses
- Modal verbs
- Negation
- Present perfect
- Plurals
- Possessive adjectives
- Prepositions
- Reflexive pronouns
- Compound verbs

The course fee is due upon registration for the course. The fee includes: course with 50 + 18 teaching units, teaching material.

Please transfer the amount of **350 €** to:

► **Account holder:** Technische Akademie Heilbronn eV (TAH),
  Max-Planck-Str. 39, D-74081 Heilbronn, Germany
► **Bank:** Kreissparkasse Heilbronn, Wollhausstr. 14, D-74072 Heilbronn, Germany
► **International bank account number – IBAN:** ►DE 23 6205 0000 0000 0340 52,
  **BIC/SWIFT:** ►HEIS DE66XXX,

Please state as reference: ►DF-18 and the family name of the student

**Deadline for bank transfer:** _15th June 2018_